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The Booming U.S. Stock Market … Will It Last?
Stein’s Law, a principle from the late Herbert Stein, chairman of the Council of Economic 
Advisers during the Nixon administration, states “If something cannot go on forever, it will 
stop.” Mr. Stein’s observation was made during the debate over how to address the 
widening U.S. current account deficit in the 1980s, and his words were a reminder that 
knowing if and when to act is never easy.1 The idea seems relevant today in another context, 
the stock market, which has been booming. After realizing an 18% average annualized total 
return since the low in early March 2009 (i.e., the bottom of the Global Financial Crisis) 
through the end of April 2019, investors in the U.S. stock market may ask: Will this last?

Consider the three components of those fabulous returns. First, and admittedly the least 
exciting source, is dividends. Although the dividend yield for the S&P 500® Index briefly 
rose above 3% at the height of the crisis, during the bull market, the yield quickly fell into a 
range of 2% to 2.5%. Today it resides closer to 2% on a forward-looking basis. Given the 
average payout ratio of 35% in the index, dividends appear well covered and are perhaps 
the most solid building block of an expected forward-looking rate of return. 

The second component of returns – growth in earnings per share (EPS) – is where the real 
action has been. The consensus estimate for EPS for the S&P 500 Index over the next 12 
months has soared from $68 to $177, a rate of 10% per year (as of April 2019)! Corporate 
profits have benefited from several tailwinds, including a growing global economy, capital 
capturing a greater share of income relative to labor, a reduction in corporate taxes and 
increasing balance sheet leverage that magnifies results. However, looking ahead, it is 
difficult to see these trends continuing at such high rates, if at all. Real global GDP growth 
(inflation-adjusted gross domestic product) is expected to be approximately 3.5% over 2019 
and 2020, according to the International Monetary Fund’s latest outlook. China’s workforce 
is shrinking and America’s wages are rising at the fastest rate since the crisis. The benefit of 
lower taxes to EPS will normalize soon and, while the use of cheap debt-to-fund share 
repurchases has lowered share counts, leverage ratios are increasingly stretched, leaving 
weaker credits in a more vulnerable place. All of this is to say that, while corporate profits 
may well continue to grow, the rate of growth is likely to slow, perhaps significantly.  

S&P 500 Index: EPS and Valuation Multiples Have 
Expanded Dramatically

Source:  FactSet, as of April 30, 2019. NTM: next twelve months.PE: price-to-earnings ratio.
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Key Takeaways
 � After realizing an 18% 
average annualized total 
return for the ten-year 
period through April 
2019, U.S. stocks look 
set to experience 
significantly smaller 
gains going forward.

 � Maintaining valuation 
discipline, avoiding 
levered balance sheets, 
having high active share 
and investing outside the 
U.S. can help navigate 
the market’s next 
chapter, in our opinion. 

 � Focusing on the long 
term, we believe 
investors could benefit 
from more defensive, 
well-balanced portfolios.
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But wait, there is more, the third component. It wouldn’t be a proper bull market without 
significant multiple expansion, and recent experience does not disappoint in that regard. 
After bottoming at 10x forward estimated EPS during the dark days of the financial crisis, 
the S&P 500 Index is currently trading at 16.7x earnings. This change in valuation multiple 
– call it the Psychological Swing Factor – contributed approximately 5% per year to returns 
over the past decade! Seasoned investors will know that valuation multiples fluctuate, 
and while there are good reasons for at least a portion of the increase realized during the 
bull market (e.g., low interest rates), this component of returns could very well become a 
headwind in the future should anything go awry. Add it all up – actually multiply 1.025 (2.5% 
dividends) x 1.10 (10% earnings) x 1.05 (5% valuation) – and you’ve had a wonderful bull 
market of 18% per year. But that’s in the past and investors always need to look forward: 
lower starting dividends, mounting EPS headwinds and the possibility of lower valuation 
multiples suggest a much more modest outlook for returns.

Accepting that the future likely holds the prospect of lower returns than the recent past, what 
is an investor to do? First, we believe investors should maintain valuation discipline. Consider 
selling or trimming winners where the valuation has expanded to a level that no longer offers 
a solid risk-adjusted return potential (this may include technology and other “growth” stocks). 
Second, avoid excessively levered balance sheets. Remember that leverage magnifies 
outcomes (both good and bad), and reduces staying power in the event of turbulence. 
Third, go off-the-beaten-path and maintain high active shares. As the market becomes less 
attractive, investors should consider being less like the market in their portfolios. Fourth, 
consider increasing allocations outside the U.S. The MSCI EAFE® Index has lagged the U.S. 
by 7% per year for the last decade, and some pockets of gloom (Brexit) are excessive, in our 
view. Finally, diversify. Our team at Perkins is maintaining its discipline around building what 
we believe are well-balanced portfolios, comprised of attractive reward-to-risk stocks with a 
wide variety of underlying drivers of earnings and valuations.

Whether the bull market ends with a bang or a whimper, it will eventually end. Tempting as it 
may be, this isn’t really a question of timing. The only time frame that matters for most savers 
is the long term. As the balance between potential reward and downside risk becomes less 
attractive, investors would do well to become more defensive in their portfolios.  

Thank you for your co-investment with Perkins Investment Management.  

Gregory Kolb
Chief Investment Officer,
Portfolio Manager

Investors always need 
to look forward: lower 
starting dividends, 
mounting EPS headwinds, 
and the possibility of lower 
valuation multiples suggest 
a much more modest 
outlook for returns.

1  Remembering Herb Stein: His Contributions as an Economist – Address by Stanley Fischer 

https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2015/09/28/04/53/sp010601
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The opinions and views expressed are as of the date published and are subject to change without notice.  They are for information purposes only and should not be 
used or construed as an offer to sell, a solicitation of an offer to buy, or a recommendation to buy, sell or hold any security, investment strategy or market sector.  There 
is no guarantee that the information supplied is accurate, complete, or timely, nor are there any warranties with regards to the results obtained from its use.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal and fluctuation of value.

Active share is not an indicator of past or future performance. Higher active share may present increased risk of volatility and does not protect against loss.

Diversification neither assures a profit nor eliminates the risk of experiencing investment losses.

S&P 500® Index reflects U.S. large-cap equity performance and represents broad U.S. equity market performance.

MSCI EAFE® (Europe, Australasia, Far East) Index reflects the equity market performance of developed markets, excluding the U.S. and Canada.

Index performance does not reflect the expenses of managing a portfolio as an index is unmanaged and not available for direct investment.

This material may not be reproduced in whole or in part in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without express written permission. 

Perkins Investment Management LLC is a subsidiary of Janus Henderson Group plc and serves as the sub-adviser on certain products.

Janus Henderson and Perkins are trademarks of Janus Henderson Group plc or one of its subsidiaries. © Janus Henderson Group plc.
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